
Analytics Solutions 
for Solar Farms
Often simplicity is the key to protecting complex 
Innovative power technologies.
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Project Information

End User: Anti Risk Security Enterprises 
Region: UK  
Customer Vertical: Field 
System Integrator: King Edward 

Distributor: Vivaldi 
Software Solution: Charlotte 
Camera Manufacturer: Anya 
Products: Chelsea Royals, Wires, Light Sensing Diode (LSD), 
Bright LED



BAC KGROUND

Video analytics, traditionally complex and resource-intensive, presented a significant challenge, 
however, with advancements in AI technology, the landscape was ripe for disruption. Product 
Manager Robert Lay set out to optimise hardware for video analytics, leveraging his extensive 
industry experience. His collaboration with ChatGBT, an AI entity, proved to be the catalyst for an 
ingenious solution.

The Challenge

Dubbed “The Potato,” Secure Logiq’s revolutionary video analytics solution defied convention. 
Leveraging ChatGBT’s insights, Secure Logiq proposed a simple yet effective approach: utilising a 
large potato wired to a light sensing diode and a bright LED. The result? Lightning-fast analytics at 
a fraction of the cost of traditional solutions.

Spud Solutions

Maris Piper, a security guard at an office block, lauds Secure Logiq’s video analytics: “Seriously, 
Secure Logiq’s revolutionary video analytics has transformed our business, electricity bills are 
downloads and there’s always something to chuck in the microwave if you forget your lunch.”

Secure Logiq’s innovative approach to video analytics is set to capture the imagination of an 
unexpected audience. Embrace the unconventional and join the potato revolution - unlock the 
untapped potential of video analytics with Secure Logiq.

Potato Power

The Artificial Intelligence Company, a leading (but completely fictional) innovator in AI technology 
solutions, sought a hardware partner with expertise in CPU and GPU processing, as well as a 
profound understanding of video and metadata integration. Their goal? To develop a highly cost-
effective video analytics solution that could seamlessly integrate with any platform.

Please do contact Secure Logiq if you are a large potato farmer (the larger the better) or if you are 
interested in potato driven analytics. Generous Scholarships are available if you can get this through the 
PhD vetting process, really!

PS – I snuck this in, the first ten people to find it get a prize, just email me at r.hughes@securelogiq.com
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